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THE OSCILLATORY CHAMBER 

The name "oscillatory chamber'" is given to a 
principle of magnetic field production which 
employs the effects of the oscillation of electric 
sparks. These sparks circulate around the internal 
perimeter of a cubical chamber made of an electric 
insulator and filled with a dielectric gas. The four 
segmented electrodes joi ned to the inner surfaces of 
opposite walls of this chamber perform alone the 
function of two oscillatory circuits with a spark gap. 
The appropriate formation of mechanisms of 
oscillatory discharges occurring both these circuits 
achieves; (1) the formation of circulating electric 
sparks which produce a bipolar magnetic field; (2) 
the elimination of electro-magnetic forces acting on 
the structure of the chamber; (3) the absorbing and 
bonding of the energy initially supplied to this 
device; (4> the elimination of conversion of energy 
into heat, and (5) the channeling of destructive 
consequences of the accumulation of huge elect!ic 
charges jnlo the desired direction. As the final result 
of such a formation of the oscillatory chamber, this 
device, when completed, will be able to raise the 
value of a produced magnetic flux to a level 
unlimited by theoretical premises. Practically it also 
means that this source of field will be the first one 
able to lift itself as the effect of a repulsive 
interaction with the Earth's magnetic field. 

1> Why there Is a necessity to replace the 
electromagnet by the oscillatory chamber 

The recent achievements in the development of 
propulsion systems prompt one to ask the question: 
What is the remarkable principle of controlled 
magnetic field production of which today's technol¬ 
ogy can be so proud? The answer is tat the beginning 

of the space exploration era); exactly the same 
principle as the one which was used over 160 years 
ago, i e, the principle discovered by the Danish 
professor, Hans Oersted in 1820, depending on the 
application of the magnetic effects created by an 
electric current flowing through the coils of a 
conductor. The device utilizing this principle, called 
an electromagnet, is now one of the most archaic 
appliances still in common use We can realize how 
outdated its operation is from the following 
example: if the progress in propulsion systems were 
equal to that of magnetic field production devices, 
our only mechanical vehicle wouldstill bethesteam 
engine. 

Electromagnets possess a whole range of draw¬ 
backs, which make it impossible to raise their output 
above a particular and not very high — level. 
These disadvantages can in no way he eliminated, 
because they result from the principle of operation 
of these devices alone. Below are listed the most 
significant drawbacks of electromagnets. 

(a) Electro-magnetic containment forces are che¬ 
ated which radially tense the coils, The magnetic 
field produced by an electromagnet interacts with 
the same coils of the conductor which created it, 
trying to push them out from its own range (the left- 
hand rule, often called the motor effect). The 
deflecting forces acting here are of a type identical to 
the ones utilized in the operation of electric motors. 
The electromagnetic containment forces must 
ultimately be resisted by some form of physical 
structure. The weight of any really powerful steady- 
field magnet is related to the mechamcal strength of 
this structure. When the current's flow is high 
enough, these forces cause the coils to explode and 
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Field is produced onlv when the 
“ *uPPi>ed iwth an electric current. This 

equtres t .at a, permanent energy supply be 

ET?^' fh ^urm® whole period of operation. 

s* prer of * prodyced fbjd ts hi& ««*« requtremem necessitates the consumption of the 
output trom a whole electricity plant to serve one 
electromagnet only. 

_ij£! A significant Joss of energy results. The 
electric current flowing through coils of a conven- 

t irtnlii i r0r?fl?net reJeases a vas( amount of heat 
L„!es law Of electric heating) This heat not only 
?^J.eases. the energetic efficiency of the magnetic 
field pr, but also, when the energies involved are 
nigh, it leads to a melting of the coils. The 
superconductive electromagnet removes the heat¬ 
ing from a current flowing through resistance 
However, it introduces another loss of energy 
resulting from the necessity to maintain a very low 
temperature of the coils. This also causes a 
permanent consumption of energy which decreases 
the efficiency of such a magnet. It should be noted 
here that the high magnetic field cancels the effect 
or superconductivity and thereby restores a resist- 
ance to the coils. 

(d) The geometrical configuration of electromag¬ 
nets is formed m such a way that the line of minimal 

!7i?wta.uCe or The eie£!lr’c current does not coincide 
with the course of the coils This directs the 
estructjve action of electric energy into the 

insulation, causing rapid damage {electric break- 

deviw WhtCh lnihfttes the destruction of the entire 

The c nly way to eli min ate the d i sa d van tages I isted 
above js to apply a completely different principle of 
magnetic field production. Such a principle, 
invented by the author, will be presented in later 
sections of this publication. Because this new 
principle utilizes the mechanism of oscillatory 
discharges occurring inside a cubical chamber U a 
called an ^oscillatory chamber '* 

The principle of the oscillatory chamber avoids 
i he limitations which prevent an increase of output 
jn electromagnets. Also, it promises a more effective 
and convenient preparation and exploitation, long 
lie without the necessity of maintenance, very high 

held-to weight ratio, and a wide range of applica¬ 
tions (eg energy storages, propulsion devices, 
sources of magnetic tields). The explanations that 
follow {especially the one from section 5) will 
describe the mechanisms for achieving this, 
rherefqre, it appears highly desirable to promote 
the fast development of this device in the not too 
distant future so that it may replace electromagnets 
presently in use. 

2- The principle qf operation of the oscillatory 
chain her 

The electric current flowing through a wire is not 
the only source of a controlled magnetic field. The 
other well known source is the phenomenon 
manifesting the flow of electric energy in the purest 
form, he. an electric spark-There are manv different 
methods for the creation of electric sparks, hut the 
purpose considered here is best served by the so- 
called ^oscillatory circuit with a spark gap," The 
unique property of such a circuit is its ability to 
absorb, total and utilize the energy supplied to it. 
This energy then appears in the form of a very 
lightly damped sequence of oscillatory sparks 
created by the circuit. 

The discovery of the oscillatory' circuit with a 
Spark gap was achieved in 1845 by the American 
physicist Joseph Henry, who noticed that when a 
Layden jar was discharged through coils of wire, the 
discharge and a spark were oscillatory. A few years 
later Lord Kelvin, the great English physicist and 
engineer, proved mathematically that the discharge 
m a circuit so constituted must mani fest i [self in the 
oscillatory1 form. 

a) The electrical inertia of an inductor is the motive 
Torce for oscillations in a conventional oscillatory 
circuit with a spark gap 
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Figure I "a" show&a conventional configuration nf 
the oscillatory circuit with a spark gap The most 
distinctive characteristic of this configuration is that 
it is constituted by connecting together into one 
dosed circuit the complex of three vital elements, 
i e L. C1 and E. which take the form of separate 
devices. These elements are: (1) inductor L, 
containing a long wire wound into many coils, which 
provides the circuit with the property called an 
"inductance"; <2> capacitor C1, whose property, 
called a "capacitance.'' allows the circuit to 
accumulate electric charges: (3 } electrodes E. whose 
two parallel plates Er Elh separated by a layer of gas. 
introduce a "spark gap” to the circuit. 

When the electric charges ‘"+p|i and "-q" are 
supplied to the plates Pr and Pa of the capacitor C1, 
this forces the flow of an electric current "i" through 
the spark gap E and the inductor L, The current "i" 
must appear in the form of a spark "S" and must also 
produce the magnetic flux "F." The mechanisms of 
consecutive energy transformations occurring with¬ 
in the inductor L cause the spark "S," once created 
between electrodes, to continue oscillating until the 
energy involved is dissipated. 

The oscillatory circuit with a spark gap represents 
an electric version of the device which produces one 
of the most common phenomena of nature, an 
oscillatory motion, The mechanical analogy of that 
device, well known to everyone, is a swing. In all 
devices of that ty pe, the occurrence of oscillations is 
caused by the action of the Conservation Energy 
Principle. This principle compels the initial energy' 
provided to such an oscillating system to be bound to 
a continuous process of repetitive transformations 
into two forms: potential and kinetic. The ‘potent ial 
energy11 within the oscillatory circuit is represented 
by the opposite electric charges "+q" and “-q1' 
carried within both plates of a capacitor — see 
Figure I “a," The electric potential difference 
introduced by the presence of these charges forces 
the flow of an electric current "i" through the 
circuit. In a swing, the same potential energy' is 
introduced by stating the arm of it away from the 
vertical position. As a result, a load (e g. a swinging 
child) is raised to a particular height, forcing later its 
own aede Herat ion down into the equilibrium 
position. The second form of energy, the "kinetic 

■energy." within the oscillatory circuit manifests 
itself in the form of a magnetic flux"F" produced by 
the inductor L. In a swing this kinetic energy 
appears as the speed of a load s motion. 

The mutual transformation of the potential form 
of energy into a kinetic one. and vice versa, requires 
involving a medium which activates the mechan¬ 
isms of energy conversion. This medium is 
introduced by the element possessing the property 
called "inertia,'' Inertia is a motive force maintain' 
ing the oscillations within any oscillating system. It 
works as a kind of "pump" which forces the 
transformations of energy from a potential form. 

through a kinetic one. hack into a reversed potential 
form. This "pump" always restores the initial 
amount of potential energy existingat (he beginning 
of the oscillations cycle, decreased only by its 
dissipation occurring during the transformations. 
Therefore the inertial element is the most vital 
component of every oscillating system. In the 
oscillatory circuit its function performs the inductor 
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,‘ne",'lo^PrOV'd"d TyJhe mass ofa toad (expressed ", Kilogrammes) This is the reason whv the 

tnt»iifnCe m ‘I16 elMtric oscillations is Considered 

S1dTvalen,0f ,he mass ,rom M»«i«3S£5Sd 

J° ineHi3 11 is necessary to 
nloJv^ r ^ 10 ,hat u,'h*ch is alreadv n ojveo m the energy transformation* tui. 

oTZTJjiT^ 'n^ia ^--sThe extend^ 
J iength of an electric current flow exnosiM fZ 
the action of its own magnetic Held pZrtSSf?hi! 

coikef th* by bul*dlnBaninductor con tattling many 
hem f, hc’sfume w1!re-eiosely W0Lmd-so that each erf 

Sai«waawt“f ,he « ^ 
within theSlato^d^,h,S In PigureV"*1" 

a®“>n*thal initi*Uy the plates Pa and Prof the 

and 77C Trl'he °PP°5i^ electric charges 
. ? £hat the current "V within ihe 
inductor L is iero At this instant the whole energy 

caMritw cil!ThSt°red m the: Potential form in the 
capacitor CL The opposite charges accumulated M 
he plates of the capacitor C create an electromotive 

force which activates the current flow -i ■- t0 
facilitate the interpretation of the sparks' behavior 
m this publication the electric current is defined as a 
Th™nl from negative to positive 

e current s appears on the electrodes E In the 
form of a spark "ST whereas in the inductor Lit 
produces a magnetic flux ' FT As the charge V oil 
the plates of the capacitor C decreases, the potent^! 
SHT* stored in electric field 5SSSS 
This energy is transferred to the magnetic fieldTh^t 

!ff5H "rtUn|lthe mdUCt0r ■>»«* °f the current 
i that is building up there, thus the electric field 

maSnetsc field builds upandenerU !S 
When tirihl (rum lhe potentiaJ <° the kinetic fo?m. 

charge on the capacitor Cl disappears 
nh^f C riC fle d ltl tbe capacitor will besero.a^d the 
potential energy stored there will be transferred 
entirely to the magnetic field of the inductor L The 

SSSSTTts Whjch caused the current i to flow i5 now efiminate£j g ( h 
current in the inductor continues to transport the 

flffhi Pr Ct’a,rgt,rt>m tht PBPl**e olthe capacitorC* 
P ale' because of the electrical inertia This 

fent3 ‘he currenl <therefore also the 
the ms^ IfThll'u W?to" and mairnalIls lls flow at ne cost of the kinetic energy contained in th* 

Tback to lle'd EnWgy P.°w (lowstheiadiietor 
un ° lre CapM!for C' *s the electric field builds 
traJy’ the eMTSf wiil have been 
transferred back completely to the capacitor O The 

“°"nt7h ™“hed ,S like “>* tUuanon 
pt that lhe CftPacitor is charged m the reverse 

with.,park gap, „ i, wZdiaweZd blTH.pZI" 

2ft AST- ’£3 ^ 
separate device, * E are forra"1 « 

-» Ws ’stress- 
33?iU/Jsssser*,w.“'« 
ataaffls.®sS55a 

tj 

fe) The oscillatory chamber formed bvcomhinin* 

■rf**Se|,.*W? modified “dilatory circuits ‘Cf and 
Ct identical to that presented in part i bl of thi< 

l'If” sLahSfrr"StCt|l‘r apPear*nc* sparks St L, »Fvah Sb-f oscillating along the surface of th* 
walls creates a kind of electric arc circulating around 
the inner perimeter of this chamber and produces a 
strong magnetic field. proauce*a 
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way The capacitor wilt start to discharge again, and 
the whole process will repeat itself, this time in the 
opposite direction. Once started, such oscillations 
continue until the resistance of this process 
dissipates the energy involved, 

h) In the modi lied oscillatory circuit with a spark 
gap, the inductance of a stream of sparks replaces 
the electrical inertia of an inductor 

It is known that an electric spark alone introduces 
a high electric inertia. Therefore a spark is able to 
replace the inductor in providing the inductance to 
the circuit. The condition of such a replacement is 
that the spark must possess the appropriate active 
length and also that its path must follow a course 
‘within the range of its own magnetic field. To 
achieve this condition, it is impossible to repeat the 
solution used in the inductor, because an electric 
spark is reluctant to wind itself into the form of 
consecutive coils. However, the same can be 
achieved in another way, through replacing a single 
spark by a whole stream of sparks jumping 
simultaneously along parallel paths. Each spark 
alone in such a stream will be the eq ui valent of one 
coil of wire within an inductor, A15 sparks together 
will provide the necessary inductance to the circuit. 

Figure 1 "b" shows the author's modified version 
of the osdllatorv circuit with a spark gap, which 
makes use of the electrical inertia of the stream of 
parallel jumping sparks. The most distinctive 
characteristic of this version is that all three vital 
components of the Henry’s circuit i e. inductance L, 
capacitance C and spa rk gap £. ate now provided by 
the same physical device, which simultaneously 
performs three different functions. The modified 
device consists of oniy a couple of conductive plates 
Pf and Pa, placed on the inner surfaces of two 
opposite walls of a cubical chamber made of an 
electric insulator and filled with a dielectric gas. 
Each of the plates is divided into a number of small 
segments insulated each from the other fin the 
diagram marked by 1. 3., 3, .... p), Each pair of facing 
sements marked by the same number e g* 'p. 
forms a single component capacitor, which after 
receiving a sufficient electric charge transforms 
itself into a couple Of electrodes exchanging the 
electric spark "Sp." The total number of all electric 
sparks jumping simultaneously In the form of a 
single compact stream, provides the device with the 
required inductance. Summarizing the modifica¬ 
tion described above, one can say that the three 
separate devices, each of which has provided the 
conventional circuit with one selected property, are 
now replaced by the single device fi.e. couple of 
plates) simultaneously providing all three vital 
properties. Le. L, C and E. 

If the principle of operation of this modified 
oscillatory circuit is considered, it becomes obvious 
t hat it is identical to the Henry’s circuit. After all 
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segments of both plates are uniformly charged the 
potential energy of the circuit ls built up. When the 
difference of potentials between plates overcomes 
the breakdown value "U,” the discharge is initiated 
This discharge wilt take the form of a stream of 
parallel sparks $'r S!, SJ, *,♦. SP, joining facing 
segments of the plates, The magnetic field produced 
by these sparks will gradually absorb the energy 
stored initially within the electric field. When both 
plates Pf and Pb reach the equilibrium of potentials, 
the electrical inerita of sparks will continue the 
transmission of the charge between them, trans¬ 
forming the kinetic energy contained within the 
magnetic field back into the potential energy of the 
electric field. Therefore at the end of the first stage 
of (he oscillation of sparks, the plates will again 
contain the initial charge, but of the opposite kind. 
Then the whole process repeats itself but in the 
reverse direction. If the slight dissipation of energy 
occurring an this device is somehow compensated 
for, the process described above will be repealed 
endlessly. 

Such an operation of the modified oscillatory 
circuit liberates all the electric phenomena from 
material ties. In effect the electric current does not 
need to flow through a wire and its value is not the 
subject of limitation by the properties of the 
materials used. Also the electric phenomena are 
exposed to a controlling action that allows them tobe 
channelled into the desired course. These are very 
important achievements, and as it will be proved 
later, they are the source of many of the advantages 
of this device. 

The sequence of sparks that oscillate in the device 
shown in Figure I b." will produce an alternating 
magnetic field. Because the stream of sparks follows 
the same path in both directions, this field will also 
be a vortex, i.e. having all force lines lying on 
parallel planes. Such a field will not display clear 
polarity, because its magnetic poles N and S are not 
fixed To create a bipolar magnetic field with the 
steadily positioned magnetic poles N and S. it is 
necessary to persist one step further in the 
development of this modified oscillatory circuit. 

cj The combination of two modified circuits forms 
an ■oscillatory chamber11 producing a bipolar 
magnetic field 

The final form of the circuit considered here is 
shown in Figure I +,c.M This one is the form to which 
the name 'oscillatory chamber" has been assigned. 
The oscillatory chamber is constituted by com bining 
together two circuits indicated as O and C1, both 
identical to the one presented in Figure 1 “b" 
Therefore it consists of four segmented plates (twice 
as many as in the modified oscillatory circuit) 
indicated as Ff, Pb, Pr and Pi, (i.e, front, back, right 
and left), Each of these plates contains the same 
number of segments "p.” and faces as the other 
identical plate, together forming one of the two 

cooperating oscillatory circuits Both of these 
circuits produce the oscillatory streams of sparks 
Sr-l, Sf-b, Sl-fl Sa-F which appear in sequence, 

vs ith the mutual phase shift between them equal to 
one quarter of a period of pulsation (W). 

Before the mechanism of the discharges in this 
final configuration is analyzed, we should remind 
ourselves of the action of the electromagnetic 
containment forces which will try to deflect the 
sparks away from the range of the bipolar magnetic 
held They are the same forces which cause the 
explosion of coils in powerful electromagnets. In the 
case of the oscillatory chamber, these forces will 
push the stream of sparks against the plate along 
which the discharge occurs. For example all spark's 
within the stream Sa-L jumping from the plate Px to 
the plate Pl will be pushed toihesurfaceof the plate 
Pr (at this moment the plate Pr increases us own 
negative charge). For this reason the individual 
sparks forming consecutive streams Sr l, Sf b, Sl h 
and Sb-f. instead of crossing the paths of the other 
sparks, will bend themselves at the edges of the 
chamber and produce a kind of rotating arc Notice 
that the sparks can not enter the plate along which 
they are jumping for the following two reasons (I) 
(he negative charge just being transferred to this 
plate creates a repulsive interaction with the sparks 
i compare Figure 3), and (3) the plate is formed from 
a large number of small segments each insulated 
from the other and therefore the resistance against 
conduction along the plate is not much Less than the 
resistance of the discharge through the dielectric gas 
in the chamber, & 

Ut us assume that the initial charging of the 
oscillatory chamber is provided in such a wav that 
first the stream of sparks marked as Sell will occur, 
and then after a period of time equal to t-WT - the 
stream Sf-b {compare Figure 1 V with Figure 3), 
Let us also assume that right from this initial time 
along the axis 'm" of the chamber the magnetic flux 

F. produced by this device, prevails. This flux 
pushes sparks against the side walls. After the initial 
charging of the C* capacitojr, at time H), the stream 
of sparks Sr-l will appear, which will jump from 
plate Pfi to plate Pl. These sparks produce the 
magnetic flux l F" which is totalled to the one 
already existing in the chamber. This flux bends 
me paths of all these sparks, pushing them close to 
the surface of plate Pf At time f'/VT the potentials of 
plates Pr and Pl reach an equilibrium, but the 
inertia of sparks Sr-l still continues transporting 
charges from Pr Pl. at the cost of the kinetic energy 
accumulated in the magnetic field. At the same 
instant (t-WT) the operation of the second circuit 
begins and the jump of the Sf.b stream of sparks is 
initiated. Similarly this stream produces a magnetic 
field which pushes it against the surface of plate Pi 
So. in the timespan HAT to t=teTp there are present 
two streams of sparks. Sr.l and 5fb, the first of 
which transfers energy from the magnetic to the 
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electric field, whereas the second one transfers 
energy from the electric to the magnetic field. At 
time t=ViT the plates Pl and Pr reach a difference of 
potentials equal to the initial one (at H)), but with 
the opposite location of charges.. Therefore the 
stream of sparks $H.t disappears, whereas the 
stream Sl.k is now imtia led. This stream is pushed to 
the surface of plate Ps. A| the same instant (tMVT) 
the plates Pf and Pb reach the equilibrium of 
potentials* so that the stream of sparks Sf^b passes 
into its inertial stage. In the times pan t»V;T to t-]/<T 
there are twostreamsofsparks. I,e. Sf Band Sm. the 
first of w htch consumes the magnetic field, whereas 
the other produces it. At the instant t*v*T the sparks 
Sr s disappear and the sparks Sb-f are formed 
(pushed against plate Pb), whereas the sparks Sm 
are passing into their inertial stage. At time 1= IT the 
sparks Si R also disappear and the sparks Sr-l are 
created (pushed against the plate Pri* whereas the 
sparks Sb-f pass mto their inertial stage. With this 
the whole cycle of spark rotation ts closed, and the 
situation at time t=lT is identical, to the one at the 
initial moment t*fl_ The process that follows will be a 
repetition of the cycle just descnbed. 

The aboye analysis of the sequence and paths of 
the sparks reveals a very desirable regularity. The 
streams of sparks turn into a kind of electric arc 
combined from the four separate segments. This arc 
rotates around the inner perimeter of the oscillatory 
chamber Such a process, in accordance with the 
rules of electro-magnetism, must produce a strong, 
pulsating, bipolar magnetic field. The obtaining of 
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such 3 field crowns the long and difficult search for 
the new method of the magnetic field production, 
presented here. 

The principle of operation of the oscillatory 
chamber does not require a strictly cubical shape, 
and can be also executed in any chamber consisting 
of four rectangular side walls of identical dimen¬ 
sions, The only condition is that its cross-section in a 
plane perpendicular to the magnetic axis must be a 
square. In this publication* however, for simplicity 
in deduction, the cubical shape only is considered" 

We should also consider the characteristics of the 
magnetic held produced bv the oscillatory chamber, 
If we analyze the fieid produced by only a single 
stream of sparks, it would be a discrete pulsating 
field of approximately half-smusotdal course, 
which, at the points where the sparks reverse, would 
drop to zero. Because in the chamber two streams of 
sparks always appear simultaneously, the resultant 
field will follow the course described approximately 
by totalling together the series of positive halves of 
sinusoids. It will still pulsate, but will contain a 
constant component and a varying component. The 
relation between both components* as well as the 
course of the varying component* will be deter¬ 
mined by the amount of energy' invovled in the 
pulsa Lions. 

m 

4 h 

m 

Fig. 2. The assumed appearance of the oscillatory 
chamber. It will look like a glass cube. Streaks of 
bright shimmering sparks will runaround the inner 
surfaces of its side walls. Inside it seems to he filled 
with black smoke The broken lines indicate the 
pillar ol Ihe magnetic field (invisible to the naked 
eye) produced hy this device, distributed alone the 
m axis. * 
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3. The future appearance of the oscillatory chamber h) Inductance of the list'll lalory chamber 

Ai our present level of lethnologicaldevelopment 
there are available excellent, robust construction 
materials which are good electrical conductors or 
nonconductors and which are also transparent. 
Examples parent conductors are silver lodoarsenale 
glasses or soda-silica glasses. Let us assume that the 
oscillatory chamber will be made wholly of such 
transparent materials. Therefore the casual witness 
will have the illusion that he is observing a very 
ordinary transparen t cube — see Figure*!. Along the 
in ner surfaces of the plain side walls of that cube, the 
bright gold shimmering sparks will flash. Although 
these sparks will flicker, they will appear to be 
frozen in the same positions Their paths will closely 
follow the inner surface of the plates, because of the 
electro-magnetic containment forces pushing the 
sparks against the walls of the chamber. The inside 
of the cube will he filled with a dielectric gas looking 
like black smoke. 

Observing this transparent cube, one will find it 
difficult to imagine that such a plain looking device, 
to reach the point of its creation, required the 
accumulation of almost 300 years of human 
knowledge and experience 

L The condition under which the sparks will 
oscillate within the oscillatory chamber 

Our present knowledge of magnetic and electric 
phenomena enables us to deduce the equations 
expressing the values of the resistance, inductance 
and capacitance of the oscillatory chamber. Further 
combination of these equations will lead to the 
prediction of the behaviour of this device, 

a) Resistance of the oscillatory chamber 

The general form of the equation for the 
resistance of any resistor of cross section "A" and 
length 'T' is as follows; r 

In this equation the ” «■ " represents the resistivity of 
a material from which the resistor is made. In our 
case it will be the maximal resistivity of the 
dielectric gas that fills the oscillatory chamber, 
determined for the conditions of the initial moment 
of electric breakdown. 

If in the above general equation, we replace the 
variables by the specific parameters determined for 
the oscillatory chamber, i.e. l*a and A=a: (compare 
with Figure 1 ''b"), this gives: 

A - ± tt) 

The equation received represents the resistance of 
the oscillatory chamber. 

To determine the inductance of the cubical 
chamber, the equation for the inductance of a 
solenoid is used fsee "Fundamentals of Physics" by 
David HalUday and others, John Willev & Sons. 
1966 k 2 

L ■ 
P 

When in this equation we substitute: n--—* l=a and 
A=aJ, the final equation for the inductance of the 
oscillatory chamber is derived:: 

L * > -jr*a (2) 

c) Capacitance of the oscillatory chamber 

When we use the well-known equation for the 
capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor, of the form: 

K 
G * * * — 

and when we apply the substitutions: A=a3r l=a: this 
yields the final equation for the capacitance of the 
oscillatory chamber: r _ ( ^ 

d} The "sparks'' moiivity factor"1 and its interpreta¬ 
tion 

Each of the relations (1), (2) and (3) desen bes only 
one selected parameter of the oscillatory chamber. 
On the other hand, i t would be very useful to obtain a 
single complex factor which would express simul¬ 
taneously all electromagnetic and design character¬ 
istics of this device. Such a factor is now introduced, 
which will be called a "sparks' motmty factor." Its 
defining equation ss the following: H 

g ■ (4) 

Notice, that according to the definition, this Ms" 
factor is dimensionless. 

Independently from the above defining equation, 
the "s1* factor has also an interpretative description. 
This is obtained, when in (4) the variables R. LandC 
are substituted by the values expressed by equations 
(I), (2) and (3), When this is done, the following 
interpretative equation for "sM is received: 

ft m ■—i * , •,/ — ( 5 5 
* ft V M 

Equation (5) reveals that the l's,p factor perfectly 
represents the current state of all environmental 
conditions m which the sparks occur, and which 
determine their course and effectiveness. It de¬ 
scribes the kind and consistency of the gas used as a 
dielectric, and the actual conditions under which 
this gas is stored. Also it describes the size of the 
chamber. Therefore the “s" factor constitutes a 
perfect parameter which is able to inform exactly 
about the working situation existing within the 
chamber at any particular instant in time. 

The value of the "sM factor can be controlled at the 
design and at the exploitation stage. At the desigr 
stage it is achieved by changing the size "a” of 4 
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chamber. At the exploitation stage it requires the 
change of the pressure of a gas within the chamber 
or altering its composition. In both cases this 
influences the constants /. * and *. describing the 
properties of this gas, 

e) Condition for the oscillatory response 

From the electric point of view the oscillatory 
chamber represents a typical RLC circuit. The 
science on Electric Networks has deduced for such 
circuits the condition under which, once they are 
charged, they will maintain the oscillatory response. 
This condition, presented in the book by Hugh H, 
Skilling "Electric Network" — John Willey & Sons 
1974. takes the form: 

the oscillatory chamber outwards, Therefore it is 
possible to select the design and operational 
parameters of this device, so that both kmdsof forces 
mentioned above will mutually neutralise each 
other. As the final result, the physical structure of 
the chamber is liberated from the obligation to 
oppose any of these forces. 

Figure 3 presents the mechanism of reciprocal 
compensation of these two interactions described 
above For simplicity, all the courses of phenomena 
within the chamber are shown as linear, independ- 

h ig, 3. The mechunism of mutual neutralization of 
Ihe electro-magnetic forces, simultaneously tensing 
and! compressing the oscillatory chamber. 

If the above relation is transformed and then its 
variables are substituted by the equation (4>, it takes 
the final form: 

p > * <S) 

The above condition describes the design require¬ 
ment for the number "p" of segments separated 
within the plates of the oscillatory chamber, in 
relation to the environmental conditions "s'' existing 
in the area where thesparks appear. If this condition 
is fulfilled, the sparks produced within the oscilla¬ 
tory chamber will acquire an oscillatory character. 

To mterpretate the condition (6h a possible values 
taken by the factor "s" should be considered 
(compare with the equation (5}) Such a considera¬ 
tion allows us to conclude, that in the majority of 
cases any number “p" of segments should provide 
the oscillatory sparks. 

5* How the oscillatory chamber eliminates the 
drawbacks of electromagnets 

The operation of the oscillatory chamber is formed 
in such a way, that all drawbacks significant for 
electromagnets, are completely avoided in this 
device. The descriptions that follow present the 
principle of elimination for each basic disadvantage 
of electromagnets listed in section I. 

a) Mutual neutralization of the two opposite electro¬ 
magnetic forces 

The unique operation of the oscillatory chamber 
leads to the formation of two reciprocally acting 
forces: the Coulomb's attraction force and the 
electro-magnetic deflecting force. The opposite 
electric charges, which are accumulated on the 
facing walls of the chamber, attract each other, 
causing the formation of the Coulomb's forces that 
compress this device inwards. The electro-magnetic 
containment forces, created by the interaction of the 
magnetic field and the sparks, cause the tension of 

(a) The four basic phases of operation of the 
oscillatory chamber, ft* L, F. B — the plates of the 
chamber that together form two cooperating 
oscillatory circuits; 5r-i,, Sk-«j. Sl.k, Sh-k - the 
electric sparks that appear in succession during one 
full cycle of oscillation. 

(M The changes in ihe potential of the plates 
during one full cycle of the chamber's operation, T — 
period of pulsation; l — time; -q, -q — positive and 
negalive charges accumulated on plates. 

fc) The changes in the electTo-magnelic contain¬ 
ment forces .(M) acting on particular electric sparks. 

(d) The changes in the tensing forces (Th caused 
by the electro-magnetic containment interactions of 
the opposite electric charges accumulated on Ihe 
plates. Note that both groups of these forces have a 
symmetrical course and neutralize each other. 

ently of how they occur in reality. But it should be 
noticed that these phenomena are symmetrical. It 
means that, for example, if t he current in the sparks 
changes in a particular way, the potentials on the 
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plates must also change in exactly the same way 
Therefore the variation in time of the forces 
analyzed here will display some kind of an inherent 
regulation mechanism, in which the tours*?(not the 
quantity) of the first phenomenon always follows 
the course of the other phenomenon opposite to this 
first one, 

Pari "a of Figure 3 shows the four basic phases 
forming the full cycle of the chamber's operation. 
The description of these phases was already 
provided in sub-section 2(c) of this publication, 
Significant for each phase is that two streams of 
sparks coexist, the first of which (in diagram 3 V 
indicated by the continuous line) transmits energy 
from the electric field into the magnetic field (active 
sparks) The second stream (in [he diagram 
indicated by the broken line) in this instant 
consumes the magnetic Held to produce the elecLric 
field (inertial sparks). 

Part 'b of Figure 3 illustrates the relevant 
changes of electric charges ‘q" on the R (right), L 
(left), F i front) and B (back l plates of the chain ber, 
occurring during each phase of the devices 
operation. These charges create the Coulomb's 
forces attracting the facing plates inwards, In this 
part of the diagram it is visi ble that, when one couple 
of plates reaches the maximum of its potentials 
difference — initiating a discharge between them, 
the other couple is just in its equilibrium of 
potentials, Then, simultaneously with the growth of 
the discharge current flowing between these first 
couple of plates, the opposite charges on the other 
couple of plates also grow? The containment forces 
that tense the chamber outwards are growing 
accordingly with the value of the discharge current. 
On the other hand the Coulomb's force of the 
reciprocal attraction of these other facing plates is 
growing as well, together with the quantity of 
opposite electric charges accumulated on them. 

Part J'c of Figure 3 shows the changes in the 
electro-magnetic containment forces v-i,* o 
trying to push out the particular sparks from the 
field’s range. Because these forces are proportional 
to the product of the sparks’ current lij" and the 
magnetic flux density —* t the maximum of 
the chamber's tension will occur at the instant of 
time when the discharging plates reach the 
equilibrium of their potentials. At this same instant 
of time the other couple of plates, along which the 
discharge occurs, reach the maximum of potentials 
difference (compare with pan ’'b" of this diagram) 
as wpJl as the maximum force of their reciprocal 
compression. 

In the part d‘ of Figure 3 the mechanism of 
mutual compensation of the forces described ahove 
is shown.The upper side of thisdiagram presents the 
changes in the tension forces ’T* which try to pull 
apart the oscillatory chamber. These forces are 
caused by the interactionof the magnetic field and 
the current from the sparks (compare with part uc^ 

ol this Figure). The lower side of diagram ”d ’ 
presents the changes in the compression forces "C " 
This compression ts caused by the mutual Coulomb s 
attraction of the facing plates that accumualte the 
opposite electric charges ‘q " fcompare with the part 

■ ^ ^Lgure 3). Note that whenver a tension force 
appears (e.g. from the sparks W). always there is 
also formed a counteracting compression force (eg 
from the Coulombs attraction of charges qHi), Both 
of them act in opposite directions, and follow the 
same course of changes in time. Therefore both 
neutralize each other. 
. It is natural that the compensation of forces 

a is playing inherence in their course as described 
above, still requires that values match. Therefore 
further experimental research will be necessary to 
select suchdesign and exploitation parametersof the 
os cilia tory chamber, that will provide the full 
equilibrium for the counteracting forces. As the 
result of this research, the device can be completed 
in which the production of a magnetic field will not 
be affected by the action of any kind of forces, 

b) Independence of the magnetic field production 
from [he continuity and efficiency of the enerey 
supply 

One of the most basic attributes of the oscillating 
systems is I heir capability for the discrete absorp 
tion of the supplied energy, which is then bound into 
J continuous process of oscillations, An example of 
ihis is a child on a swing, which once pushed, then 
swings a long time without anv further work 
Practically it means that the energy once supplied to 
the oscillatory chamber will be tied up withm it fora 
period of time until the circumstances occur which 
will cause its withdrawal. As will be explained in 
item (c) of this section, such circumstances can 
appear only when the chamber is involved in 
performing some kind of external work. 

Th e oth er attribu te of the oscii iating systerns ts the 
ability to change the level of energy accumulated in 
them, by a periodic totalling of its further portions to 
the resources already stored. In the previous 
example of a swing, to cause the slanting of a chsldat 
a particular height, it is not necessary to apply all the 
effort at once. It is sufficient to keep pushing gently 
and to maintain this periodically over a longer 
timespan. The consequence of this attribute will be 
that the oscillatory cham her will not require] is full 
reserve of energy at once. The energy supply can be 
gradual, spread over a very long period of time, 

Both Of these attributes together give us a 
practical chance for supplying the unlimited energy 
required for the production of a magnetic field, 
without introducing any requirements or limita¬ 
tions concerning the source and the chan rtei which 
provide this supply, 

To help us realise the advantage of the above 
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method of supplying energy to the oscillatory 
chamber over the ore used in electromagnets we 
should consider the following example. A child on a 
swing and an athlete both try to lift a heavy load to a 
specific height. The child does it almost without 
effort by accumulating the energy during consecu¬ 
tive oscillations, whereas the athlete needs to use all 
his strength and still may not achieve his goal. 

c) Elimination of energy toss 

The sparks appearing in the oscillatory chamber 
will obviously be the source of a heat conducted into 
the gas (dielectric) that fills this device. One may 
ex pect that it should be t he cause of a significant loss 
of energy. However, in the chamber unique 
conditions appear which make possible the direct 
conversion of heat into electricity. This conversion 
allows for the recovery back into the opposite 
electric charges of the energy dissipated into a heat 
produced by ihe sparks. In this way, the loss of 
energy within the oscillatory chamber will be 
eliminated. As the result of such an elimination, all 
energy provided to this device will be preserved 
wvthm it forever, unless some kind of external work 
is done, which wilt cause its retrieval. 

The oscillatory chamber can employ the following 
two methods of direct conversion of heal into 
electricity: magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)andelec- 
trogasdynamic. The magnelohydrodynamic meth¬ 
od requires the movement of a stream of highly 
ionized gas across a magnetic field. In the 
eJectrogasdynamic method the electricity is gener¬ 
ated by a high-speed, hot gas which removes the 
charge (produced for example by a corona dis¬ 
charge) from one electrode and deposits it sn 
another. It should be noted, that the oscillatory 
chamber provides all conditions necessary for both 
the above methods to occur, In this device coexist: 
the magnetic field, electrodes (whose charges 
fluctuate), arid a gas (dielectric) highly ionized by 
the discharges and caused to rotate by the 
circulating streams of sparks. 

The elimination of loss of energy is not the only 
advantage of direct conversion of heat into 
electricity, which may be achieved within the 
oscillatory chamber, This conversion also intro¬ 
duces an easy method for maintaining the energy 
supply to the device. To increase the energy 
resources contained within the oscillatory chamber 
the additional heating of its dielectric will alone be 
sufficient. This heating can be obtained, for 
example, by the circulation of the dielectric through 
a heat exchanger, or by concentratmgon it a beam of 
sunlight, 

Combining the lack of -energy loss with the 
independence of the magnetic field production from 
the continuity of energy supply (compare with item 

< b) of this section), provides the oscillatory chamber 
with the property at present characteristic only for 
permanent magnets. The magnetic field, once 
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created in this device, will maintain itself through 
the centuries, if the external consumption of energy 
does not occur. 67 

d) Releasing the structure of the chamber from the 
destructive action of electric potentials 

The distinctive property of the oscillatory chain- 
ter is that it accumulates on the facing plates the 
electric charges of equal values but opposite signs 
Uhe same number of negatives as positives*. Under 
such circumstances the force lines of an electric field 
from the facing^ptates will mutually bind them¬ 
selves together. This causes the charges to display a 
tendency to jump along the shortest trajectories 
joining these electrodes. Therefore in the chamber 
the tendency for a natural flow of electric charges 
wi]j coincide with the trajectories required for the 
operation of this device As a result, the material of 
the chamber s casing is liberated from the action of 
the electric charges, whereas ail the power of the 
oeviee s energy is directed into the production of a 

0.,* Ci.**b.r C 0 “ ■ F S * *n,*tf**t Ch,nt** th, 

** with ■<!.nr »M?h thtft Etri (IQ bm vltJl4riv', 

magnetic field 
To the channelling of the electric energy flow 

aesenbed above, the oscillatory chamber is entirely 
du.erent from electromagnets. In the chamber this 
thanneJling is achieved by employing natural 
mechanisms. In electromagnets it was forced 
artificially by the appropriate formation of the 
insulator $ layers, which pushed thecurrenl to How 
along the coils, whereas the action of the electric 
field s force lines was try mg to push it across the coils 
and through the insulation. Therefore there is 
reason to expect that the oscillatory chambers will 
possess a life incomparably longer than that of 
electromagnets, and that their lifespan wil] not be 
Limited by any electrical wear-out. 

6 Advances 0[ ,he oscillatory chamber over 
electromagnets 

Tne elimination of the drawbacks of electromag¬ 
nets is not the only achievement of the principle c 
the oscillatory chamber. This device introduces in 
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addition a number of unique advantages which are 
not provided by any other device buck by man lo- 
date. Let us review ihe most important of them. 

aj Three dimensional transformation of energy 

The energy within the oscillatory chamber co¬ 
exists in three different forms as: U) an electric field. 
*2) a magnetic field, and (31 heat (Le, a hot 
dieJectnca! gas filling the inside of the chamber), 
These three forms are in a state of continuous 
transformation from one into the other, Such a 
situation creates a unique opportunity for the 
chamber to bp exploited in many different ways, 
when one kind of energy ls supplied to il, while 
another kind is obtained from i t,The following kinds 
of energy can be supplied or obtained: H i electricity 
transmitted in the form of an alternating electric 
current, 12) heat contained in the mass of hoi gas. £3) 
energy transmitted through the changes in the 
density of the magnetic field, and £4) energy 
transmitted in the form of the mechanical mutton of 
the chamber. Table I combines the most utilitarian 
applications of the oscillatory chamber, exploiting 
its capacity for three dimensional transformations 
of energy. 

h) Non-energetic control of the period of Held 
pulsation 

The oscillatory chamber will manifest a very high 
controllability, the key to the manipulation of its 
operation is the period of pulsations HT." From the 
RLC circuits we know that the period of their 
oscillations is described by the equation: 

If the defining equation (4) on the factor replaces 
in the above a combination of R. LandC parameters, 
whereas equation (1) and equation (3) provide the 
values for R and C. then This period is described as: 

' r-r+T 
(71 
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The final.question (7) shows how to control the 
value of *T within the oscillatory chamber, At the 
exploitation stage it is sufficient to concentrate 
controlling activities on the change of the s’ factor 
lh changing the pressure of the gas felling the 
chamber or altering its composition, the "sM factor 
will be influenced. That in turn wilJ introduce the 
changes in period "T” of the field’s pulsations. 

should be noted that the chamber uses a 
very different (and much more convenient) control 

■of oscillations than the one used in electromagnets. 
In the oscillatory chamber the changes of the gas 
constants: - * * and * causing the change of MsM are 
not dependent on the necessity to manipulate the 
energy contained in the electric and magnetic fields. 
Therefore all controlling activities here no longer 
involve wrestling with the power contained inside 
the chamber As a result the power of the control 
devices is independent from the power of the 
produced field, In electromagnets every change in 
magnetic field requires manipulations to be con¬ 
ducted on highly energetic currents. Therefore 
control of electromagnets invol ved the same powers 
as field production. 

e) Formation of the "twin-chain ber capsule’1 able to 
control the output without altering the energy 
involved 

Further possibilities of controlling the output 
from the oscillatory chamber are revealed when two 
such devices are combined to form the structure 
called a 'twin-chamber capsule" — see Figure4"a,” 
This capsule consists of onesmalleham ber located in 
the centre of the other — a number of times larger 
than the first. The most convenient shape for the 
smaller chamber is a square bar located along the 
magnetic axis of the cubical outer one. The inner 
device is oriented in the opposite direction towards 
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Fig. 4. Two basic arrangements of the oscillatory 
chamber which allow for full control of all thi 
characteristics of ihe produced magnetic field. The 
subjects for control are ihe following properties of 
(he resultant flux fft) conducted Us the environment 
from both these configurations: (I) strength (fluent¬ 
ly controlled from aero to maximum). (2) frequency 
of pulsations, (3) ratio of the amplitude of the field’s 
pulsations to its constant component f F/F )p (A) 
character of the field (constant, pulsating, alternat- 

(j) variation in time (linear, sinusoidal, beat- 
t.v pe curves), (6) polarity {i.e. from which side of the 

arrangement the N and S poles prevail). In addition 
configuration V can spin (he produced field around 
its magnetic axis (m). 

n'ch“n?her C*PS“I*’ formed from two 
opposUdy oriented chambers loealed onelnside the 
“1rh“- ® ~ outer chamber. I - innerchamber. C - 
circulating flux, R - resultant flux. 

i ts host, so that the out puts from both of them would 
subtract from each other. 

In the twin-chamber capsule the appropriate 
control allows the transmission of energy from one 
device to the other. Therefore a greater output can 
be produced by any of the component devices, i.e, by 
the outer as well as by the inner one, The magnetic 
flux produced by the device which has the greater 
output is divided into two parts: (R) the resultant 
flux ’ appearing outside the twin-chamber capsuli 
and (C) the "circulating flux" involved in internal 
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(b) The ‘spider configuration formed from five 
oscillatory chambers of the same cross area. The 
four cubical side devices CU. V, W and X) surround 
(he oppositely oriented main chamber (M) which is 
four limes longer. This arrangement is the 
simplified model of the Magnoctaft'S propulsion. 

Looping within the chamber Having a smaller 
output is entirely involved in the circulating flux 
and is not conducted outside the capsule. The 
magnetic field emitted into the environment by the 
twin-chamber capsule consists of only the resultant 
flux, representing a difference from both the 
component outputs. Therefore in this composition it 
is possible to control the level of the constant 

component of the obtained magnetic field and also 
the amplitude of pulsations, without introducing 
any change to the total amount of energy contained 
in both devices. As a result, the maxi mi Liza lion of 
the resultant pulsating output for anv orientation of 
the magnetic poles can be achieved, as well as any 
manipulation of Che ratio of its constant component 
to its varying one. Also this output can be decreased 
to any required value or completelv extinguished. If 
this output were to be extinguished, the chambers 
would still contain the same amount of energy, and 
produce equal magnetic fluxes, except that their 
entire production would be looped inside the devices 
and no field would be conducted into the environ¬ 
ment. Additionally the twin-chamber capsule 
allows for an almost instant reversal of its. own 
magnetic poles (e g. the exchange of the north pole 
into the south pole). This reversal can be achieved 
merely by appropriate control of the fluxes and 
without any mechanical rotation of the devices. 

The ability to control strictly the character and 
variations m time of the resultant field in another 
advantage of the twin-chamber capsule. When the 
oscillations in both chambers are kept at the same 
frequencies but opposite phases, then the two 
counteroriented magnetic fluxes mutually suppress 
their pulsating components. The resultant field is 
then non-oscillating (constant in time), identical in 
character to the one provided by the permanent 
magnets. On the other hand when "the frequencies of 
pulsations in both chambers are different, a wide 
range of resultant flux variations in lime can be 
obtained. It is equally easy to produce a pulsating 
resultant field following one of many possible beat- 
type curves, as well asa number ofalternalmg fields 
of different courses. In each case the period of 
variations can be controlled at the required level, 

It should be noted, that ail the properties of the 
twin-chamber capsule can also be achieved by the 
external arrangement of a number of oscillatory 
chambers formed in such a way that one device 
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(central! is oriented in opposition to the others. This 
iund of configuration of chambers is applied in the 
concept of the Magnocraft's propulsion — and is 
described in the other part of this publication. For 
the purpose of producing the controlled magnetic 
field, such an arrangement will be prepared in the 
much simplified version, called a ’"spider configura¬ 
tion/' The spider configuration consists only 5 
oscillatory chambers situated as shown in Figure 4 
"h. In addition this version can produce aspinning 
magnetic field. 

fl) The nan-uUj-action of ferromagnetic objects 

The strict control of frequency (f-l/T) and 
amplitude of pulsations ( F) in thefield produced by 
the twin-chamber capsule and the spider configura¬ 
tion provides the oscillatory chamber with a very 
unusual property: it does not attract ferromagnetic 
objects, even if its output reaches the full power 
required This property causes the field produced by 
the chamber to behave rather like an antigravita- 
tional field, not like a magnetic one. Let us analyze 
how it is possible to achieve this property 

The framed part in Figures shows approximately 
the curve of variation in time for the typical field 
produced by the twin-chamber capsule It cakes the 
course of a beat-type curve, containing the constant 
component ”F*" and the varying component'’ F" of 
the chamber's output will cause repulsion of all 
ferromagnetic objects in the vicinity. This repelling 
force grow s with the increase of the amplitude '- Ftm 
and also with the increase of frequency "f of the 
field variations If the control of the twin-chamber 
capsule or spider configuration changes the ratio 
' F/Fh" of the output, holding constant the 
frequency "f’ of pulsations, then three different 
kinds of force interaction with ferromagnetic 
objects can be achieved — compare the diagram tn 
Figure 5. When the varying component ■■ F"+ 
dominates over the constant T..-' one. then the total 
interaction with such objects is repulsive When the 
constant component ’"Fa,H is the dominating one. 
then the resultant interaction is an attraciton. 
However, if the balance between both these 
components is reached, then the attraction and 
repulsion come into equilibrium and neutralize 
each other. In such a case the ferromagnetic objects 
are not affected by the action of any magnetic force. 

The curve of equilibrium between the attraction 
and repulsion, shown in Figure 5, will frame the 
parameters of work of the twin-chamber capsule 
and spider configuration. It is expected that thefield 
produced by the chamber in the majority of cases 
will lie on this curve. Such a field will not influence 
in any noticeable way the ferromagnetic objects 
within its range, but will still be able to perform all 
work imposed on it. 

In special circumstances, however, the field will 
be re-controlled into the chosen kind of interaction, 
For example if the militarily oriented system of 

Fig, a. The curve of the'interactions in equilibrium4 
between ihe magnetic field produced by ihe twin- 
chamber capsule or spider configuration and 
ferromagnetic objects. For the parameters of field 
defined by this curve, the chambers neither attract 
nor repel any ferromagnetic object in the vicinity. 
Their outputs behave more like an 'antigravity field1 
than a magnetic one. The frame contains (he 
interpretation of the Involved parameters of the 
magnetic field. 

chambers is chasing a missile or aeropiene, to 
intercept it, it will switch on the attracting force to 
dtsabie the pursued object. But in free space the 
repelling force wflJ he dominant .Then ail dangerous 
objects, such as meteorites (in the most cases 
containing men), cosmic dust or satellites., will be 
repelled from the chamber s paih. 

f) Perpetual oscillaling — a uniqueelectromagnetic 
phenomenon allowing the oscillatory chamber to 
absorb unlimited amounts of energy 

Lei us return to the example of a swing, and 
consider what happens when we increase the 
kinetic energy supplied to this device The ampli¬ 
tude of oscillations increases proportionally to the 
energy supplied. We may intensify this process to 
the point when the top horizontal bar will prevent 
any further increase of the amplitude. If we still 
keep providing energy beyond this point, the swing 
will be destroyed. However, if we use a swing of 
appropriate design {without a top horizontal ban. 
then further increase of energy will lead to 
“perpetual oscillating.'* In such a kmd of oscillating 
the swing follows a circular course The energy 
transformations still exist in it. but the whole 
oscillating phenomenon obeys different kind of 
laws. Also the capacitance for potential energy does 
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not now limit the amount of energy absorbed by the 

swing. 
If we now analyze the work of an oscillatory 

circuit with a spark gap. we notice that it behaves in 
a way identical to the swing described above. A 
conventional circuit is the equivalent of the swing 
with a top horizontal bar. If we start adding 
magnetic energy to its inductor, then the growing 
amplitude of oscillations will lead to the breakdown 
within the capacitor and to the destruction of the 
circuit. The oscillatory chamber, however, is the 
equivalent of the swing allowing for perpetual 
oscillating. If we add further magnetic energy to the 
energy contained in a stream of sparks (jumping let 
lls say from the plate Fit to PlI then this stream will 
not terminate at the moment when the opposite 
pistes reach the breakdown difference of potentials 
’“U." This is because the inertia of stream will still 
keep ‘‘pumping" electrons from plate Pn to Pi-, until 
all the magnetic energy transforms itself into the 
electric field. However in this instant both plates 
also start the discharge i n the opposite direction, i.e. 
from Pl to Fr. Therefore there will be a period of 
time when two sparks jumping in the opposite 
directions will appear simultaneously between the 
same couple of segments. The first of them — 
inertial — will jump from plate Pa to Pl„ whereas 
the other one — active — wilt jump from plate Pl to 
Fr. This will be the electromagnetic equivalent of 
perpetual oscillating. The oscillatory chamber is the 
only circuit which allows for the appearance of such 
a phenomenon. 

I n general we can define that “t he perpetual type 
of oscillations are attributed only to theseosciHating 
systems, whose ability to absorb the kinetic form of 
energy significantly overcomes their capacitance 
for potential energy.Such an ability is purely an 
attribute of design. It Is conditioned by the selected 
parameters and the appropriate structuring of the 
system In the ease of the oscillatory chamber It will 
be determined by the number of sparks which the 
particular device iscapabieof creating. This number 
in turn depends on the number of segments “p" 
separated within the plates. Let us determine the 
minimal value of “p-* required for the perpetual 
type of oscillations. 

The condition required for causing perpetual 
oscillating is that the kinetic energy contained in the 
magnetic field must be greater than the potential 
one contained tn the electric field, This can be 
written as: 

> J C-U* 

[f we transform the above relation and substitute 
the received combination of variables by the one 
extracted from the equation (4), we will obtain: 

P > 2*5 

Conditontfi! expresses the number of segments “p‘p 
separated within the plates of the oscillatory 
chamber, sufficient for causing perpetual oscillat¬ 
ing. 

If we build and exploit the chamber in such a way 
that this condition is always met, then the 
capacitance of the oscillatory chamber will not be 
able to introduce any limitations on the amount of 
energy absorbed by this device. This property, 
linked with the independence from the continuity 
and efficiency of the energy supply, will allow the 
oscillatory chamber to increase the amount of 
contained energy to a theoretically unlimited level 
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tj Function as an enormously capacious accumula¬ 
tor of energy 

The perpetual oscillating just described introduces 
the ability of the chamber to absorb theoretically 
unlimited amounts of energy. This property, linked 
with the capability of the twin-chamber capsule and 
the spider configuration to completely extinguish 
the produced field, enables oscillatory chambers to 
be enormously capacious accumulators of energy. It 
is expected that there should be no difficulty in 
storing in a device of a bout a cubic metre in size, the 
present equivalent of two months energy consump¬ 
tion for a medium-sized country. 

The ability of the oscillatory chamber to store 
energy resolves completely the problem of the 
energy supply during ilscperaton, For the majority 
of applications it will be sufficient to charge it fully at 
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the moment of production, and then simply use the 
device until this energy is completely withdrawn 
The amounts of energy able to be stored in such 
devices allow them to be operative for hundreds of 
years without the necessity of renewed recharging. 

g} Simplicity of production 

The oscillatory chamber will represent probably 
one of the most sophisticated devices that human 
technology will complete. This. however, does not 
mean that ct will be difficult to produce. From the 
technical point of view it will consist mainly erf si* 
plain walls, requiring to be precisely dimensioned, 
finished and assembled. The device has no moving 
parts, no complicated shapes and no intricate 
circuits. 

The only problem connected with the mass 
production of oscillatory chambers arises from the 
enormous increase of energy consumption which it 
will introduce, It is estimated, that the mastering of 
such production will increase by tenfold our 
civilization's energy demands. 

7) Future applications of the oscillatory chamber 

To-date there does not exist any other technical 
invention, which has altered the state of our 
technical environment to the same extent that the 
completion of the oscillatory chamber will do. The 
impact this device will have on the materialistic 
aspects of human life can be compred only to th 
effect of introduction of computers on the intellec. 
uaJ sphere. One can predict that by the year £036 
almost every active device used by man will consist 
of some form of the oscillatory chamber. Many 
structures which at present are passive, such as 
furniture, buildings, monuments, etc,; will be 
transformed by the oscillatory chamber into active 
ones. i.e. moving, aUenngorientation and adjusting 
their location to the changing requirements of their 
users. Let us briefly review the main applications of 
the oscillatory chamber, trying to forecast what 
impact they will have on particular fields of human 
activity. 

The unique advantages of the oscillatory cham¬ 
bers will result in this device completely taking over 
the present functions of electromagnets. Research 
laboratories capable of using magnetic fields of 
strengths unattainable today will be able to wrest a 
number of secrets from nature, introducing a 
significant step forward in our science and 
technology. Industry utilizing technologies that are 
based on the application of superstrong magnetic 
fields will provide us with a number of products of 
presently unattainable quality. For example we 
could produce indestructible rubber and clothes, 
objects made completely of monocristals,, concrete 
stronger than steel, etc, Also a new type of material 
suiting the magnetic requirements of the oscillator* 
chamber, will supersede those in use at present. 
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The oscillatory chamber will eliminate not only 
the electromagnets used as separate devices, but also 
,11 those which make up parts of other devices, e g. 
from electric motors, electricity generators, etc. 
Such advantages of the chamber as: high power-to 
dimensions ratio, ability to introduce long gaps 
between the time of energy supply and the time of 
energy consumption, controllability: will result in 
the wide application of this device for building Light 
vehicles, pumps and generators working far from 
the energy supply and civilization centres, ship and 
aeroplane engines, medical instruments, etc. 

The twin-chamber capsule providing a constant 
magnetic field will replace some present-day 
permanent magnets. Therefore the future equiva¬ 
lents for our speakers, bearings, clutches, grapples, 
rads, etc.; will all employ oscillatory chambers. 

The numerous future applications of the chamber 
are connected with the ability to store huge amounts 
of energy. To have an idea of what kind of potentials 
are involved here, it is enough to realize that the 
energy needs for today's factories, towns, big ships 
or aeroplanes can be satisfied by a chamber of 
pinhead size. All present batteries, accumulators 
and electricity transmission lines will be replaced by 
light, much more efficient and rechargeable 
oscillatory chambers. Built as twin-chamber cap¬ 
sules. they wilt not yield any magnetic field during 
such an exploitation. 

A wide application of the chamber can also be 
predicted in all cases where the transformation of 
energy is required — compare with Table l. Such 
devices as for example generators of free energy — 
exploiting solar radiation, wind, ocean waves, tides 
— as engines; as air conditioners, etc,; — all can 
become very efficient w-hen employing the prin¬ 
ciples of the oscillatory chamber. The transforma¬ 
tion of energy will also replace today's transforma¬ 
tion of motion Future mechanisms will be much 
simpler and lighter, because they will be released 
from ail the devices which presently provide and 
transform motion. The motion will be created 
directly in the location where it ss working, and in 
the exact form that is required. Fqr example if a 
future hobbyist were to build a copy of our present 
car, he would produce the motion right inside the 
wheels, therefore the whole engine, gears and 
transmission would be eliminated. 

The oscillatory chambers will also introduce a 
completely new fashion, which at present has no 
appropriate technical back-up. It wilt be the fashion 
to suspend objects in space. It should be expected 
that future furniture, household devices, machines 
and even buildings and elements of architecture will 
hang in space, supported by the invisible force lines 
of a magnetic field, One of the consequences of this 
fashion will be the complete disappearance of the 
wheel, as all present rolling movements wilt be 
replaced by soaring in space. This prediction leads to 
the philosophical conclusion, that if the pre- 
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Columbian Indians had invented the oscillatory 
chamber, thev would have been abEefo reach their 
high level of "development without even knowing 
about the use of the wheel, 

Enormous potentials are involved in the military 
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applications of the chamber. A system of these 
devices producing whirling magnetic fields will be 
able to form barriers and mines which in seconds 
may explosively vaporize every object made of a 
good electric conductor, entering into their range. 
Missiles containing systems of chambers may cause 
instant evaporation of huge constructions made of 
steel, such as bridges, factories, ships, aeroplanes, 
rockets, satellites, etc, The rapid releasing of the 
energy stored within a chamber |e,g, through its 
detonation) will cause an explosion comparable in 
effect to the use of an atomic bomb. The only 
difference will be that the chamber will not pollute 
the environment by any radioactivity. 

The most promising prospects, however, are 
connected with using the oscillatory chamber for 
the purpose for w hich its principle was invented — 
i,e. for the magnetic propulsion of flying vehicles. 
Experiments conducted on magnets lead to the 
conclusion that 'every two magnets must produce a 
force of reciprocal repulsion if only two conditions 
are met: (1) identical magnetic poles are oriented 
towards each other ti e. N of one magnet to the N of 
the other, whereas S toS), and 12) the magnetic axis 
of one magnet is tangential to the local course of 
force lines of the field produced by the other magnet. 
Because natural phenomena behave continuously, 
the above repulsive force must also be produced 
when the first of these magnets is the Earth, Sun or 
Galaxv, whereas the other one is the oscillatory 
chamber. In such a case there is the possibility of 
breaking up the gravity pull by strong magnet; 
repulsion, and to employ magnetic interactions for 
propelling the spacecraft. It was determined arid 
published in the article "Teona rozwoju napedow 
(The theory of propulsion development). ' Astro- 
nauiyka (.Poland), no 5/1976. pp, 16-21: that the 
output from the source of a magnetic field, having 
fieid-to-weight ratio that overcomes the value of 3.45 
Wb/kg. is able to lilt this source into space as the 
result of a magnetic repulsion with the Earth s 
magnetic field. This critical output of 3.45 Wb/ kg was 
called the "starting flux" and it constitutes the 
magnetic equivalent of "escape velocity” as applied 
to satellites. Achieving its value, which will open the 
way for building of a magnetically propelled 
spacecraft, was the main goal for years of research 
which led to the invention of the oscillatory 
chamber. 

The spacecraft utilizing the oscillatory chamber 
for propulsion is called a Magnocralt, The detailed 
presentation of the design, operation and attributes 
of the Magnocraft is the subject of a separate 
treatise, containing over 100 pages of descriptions 
and about 50 diagrams. This treatise, entitled 
"Theory of the Magnocraft" {ISSN 0-959"698-1-1), is 
available from ENERGY UNLIMITED 
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H. The Magnocrafl — a Hying vehicle utilizing the 
oscillatory chamber 

To give some initial idea of the Magnocraft's 
components, shape, way of flying and possibilities, 
the most basic information on this spacecraft is 
summarised below, 

a) The general design and components of the 
Magnocraft 

The cut-away view of the Magnocraft is presented 
in Figure fi. Propulsion de vices in this spacecraft are 
created by Lhe oscillatory chambers contained 
within the spherical casings. Each chamber has the 
ability to turn in relation to the casings. Each 
chamber has the ability to run in relation to the 
casing, and. by this means, to change its inclination 
an gle (I ), The cham ber, together wi th the casing and 
devices providing the turning, is called & propulsor. 
The Magnocrnft consists of two kinds of propulsors; 
main lM) and side |U). The single main propulsor 
I Ml Is suspended in the centre of the craft, The 
magnetic poles of this propulsor are oriented soas to 
repel the environmental magnetic field; (which 
could he the field of the Earth, a planet, the Sun or a 
galaxy), By this means. M produces a lifting force £ R) 
which supports the craft. The magnetic axis of M is 
usually kept tangential to the force lines of the 
magnetic field existing in the craft's area of 
operation. Therefore the most effective orientation 
of the Magnocraft during flight is its base, perpendic¬ 
ular to the local direction of the Earth's magnetic 
field. Sometimes, however, this orientation must be 
slightly altered to fulfill the maneuvering and 
landing requirements... The Magnocraft consists also 
of numerous side propulsors (U I, Their number "n" 
within a particular type of this spacecraft depends 
on the design factor called “Krctnose — KT and is 
described by the equation n=4(K~l). TheL,K'’ factor 
may take any integer value in a range from K=3 to 
K=10. Because of the value that this factor obtains, 
the consecutive types of the Magnocraft are called 
K3 (ie. having the K factor equal to K=3 — and 
resulting from this the number of side propulsors 
n-8). K4 (i.e. K=4 — and nat2).toKlOue. fC=10 — 
and n^36). The side propulsors are located at regular 
intervals in the horizontal flange surrounding Che 
spacecraft. Their magnetic poles are oriented so as to 
attract the environmental field, therefore these 
produce attraction forces (A) which stabilize the 
craft and fix its orientation in space. The crew cabin 
(II is located between the main (M) and side lU) 
propulsors. and is in the shape of a parallel-piped 
ring This cabin looks si mi lar to the aide walls of an 
inverted saucer and is covered by a materia! which 
is impenetrable by the magnetic flux. Along the 
interior wall of the crew cabin lie the telescopic legs 
(2) of the craft, which are extended at the moment of 
Landing. 

Fig 6. Cut-away view uf the Magnocraft, illustrating 
its internal design. The walls, made of a material 
impenetra ble by a magnetic field, are indicated fay a 
broken line, M — the main propulsor which 
produces a lifting force; L1 — «ne of the eight side 
propulsors which produce stabilizing forces; N — 
north magnetic poles; S — south magnetic poles; 1 — 
inclination angle of propulsors; A — attraction 
forces; R — repulsion force; 1 — the crew cabin; 2 — 
telescopic legs extended at lhe moment of landing. 

h) The shape of the Magnocraft 

The structure of the Magnocraft, to be stable and 
multi-functional, must meet o set of design 
requirements. These requirements demand for 
example, that the output from the main propulsor 
must be equal to the sum of outputs from all side 
propulsors, that the force of attraction of each side 
propulsor by the main one, must be in equilibrium 
with the forces of mutual repulsion of the same side 
propulsor and the rest of the side propulsors. The 
requirements, after their mathematical formula¬ 
tion. lead to the set of equations which completely 
defines the shape of the Magnocraft. The resultant 
form of these equations is given In Figure 7 One 
should notice that they define lhe shape of the 
Magnocraft depending only on the“'K" factor, not on 
the craft's dimensions. Therefore several senes of 
ihis craft can be designed, drastically differing in 
size, and ranging from a miniature, computer- 
controlled version to the huge, man-operated 
spacecraft. The shapes of individual vehicles in each 
of these senes will be exact copies of ones from the 
other series; only the dimensions will be different. It 
is estimated that the series of crew-carrying 
Magnocraft should be built with dimensions 
fulfilling the equation: D"6£K-2) metres. 

c) Flight control 

Maneuvering the Magnocraft is achieved, as a 
result of a combination of three different actions. 
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The first of these is to change the relation between 
the output from the propulsors which produces 
attracting (A) and repelling (R) forces; this causes 
the ascent, hovering and descent of the craft. The 
second action is to slant at angle (1) the magnetic 
axes of certain propulsors. from their parallel 
orientation twoards the local course of the force 
lines of the environmental magnetic field. This 
produces the meridional component of the thrust 
force, causing the horizontal flight of the Magnocraft 
from south to north or north to south. Above the 
equator, where the field's force lines are parallel to 
the ground, such a component is produced when the 
mag n e tic a xes of cer ta i n p ropulsors a re s 1 an ted from 
the horizontal orientation. The third action is to 
produce a magnetic whirl spinning around the 
Magnocraft and to controlthe direction and power of 
the whirl. This whirl (in a similar principle to the 
rotation of the cylinder in the "Magnus effect" 
already known in hydro mechanics}, produces a 
horizontal thrust force perpendicular to the force 
lines of "he Earth s magnetic field. If this magnetic 
whirl rotates in such a way that the landing 
Magnocraft causes the counter-clockwise flattening 
of planes on the Southern hemisphere < or clockwise 
on the Northern), the longtiudal component of the 
thrust force created will propel the craft in a 
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direction from west-toeast The opposite rotatini 
whirl will propel the craft from east to west, Th< 
magnetic whirl is produced by the appropriate 
synchronization of the outputs from the sidt 
propulsors, pulsating with the phase shifts. 

From the above explanation It is evident that al 
flight control activities can be achieved w ithout th* 
relative mechanical movement of any part of the 
Magnocraft. but only by slanting the whole 
spacecraft and controlling the outputs from it; 
propulsors Therefore, miniature, computer-oper¬ 
ated versions of this vehicle will be built, without a 
single moving part. This craft will be the only 
example of a precisely controlled vehicle which doe's 
not consist of any moving part. In the big, man- 
operated versions, however, for the convenience of 
the crew, it will be better to replace the slanting of 
the Magnocraft by tilting the axes of ns propulsors 
(especially when it comes to landing). In such 
versions, the propulsors will be rotary, as was 
described previously. Sometimes, especially in the 
smaller types K3 and K4 of the man-operated 
Magnocraft, to save space a compromise solution is 
possible, when the main propulsor is fixed and 
consists only of the oscillatory chamber joined to the 
structure of the craft, whereas the side propulsors 
are rotary (i,e. their chambers revolve toward ? 
spherical casings). 
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Fig. 7, The compendium of bask equations w hich 
homine the most important parameters describing 
the shape ol (he M agnnerafls structure. An 
interpretation of the dimensions involved is shown 
an an outline of the Kill type ol craft. 'If is the height 
of the craft [ base to top); D is the outer diameter of 
(ho craft: P*i and Ds are the diameters of the 
spherical casings that cover the main and the side 
propulsnrs; K' represents the Krotnosc1 factor 
which inconsecutive tv peso! craft takes the integer 
vaEues ranging from K = 3 to K = 10(for the craft tvpe 
K10 this factor take sthe value K - 10j; ’nr represents 
the number of side propuisors. 

d> The specifications of the Magnocraft 

The unlimited prospects that the building of the 
jlagnocraft will create for humanity can be real tied 
trom 'he tallowing review* of the properties of this 
venicie. 

The spinning magnetic field will cause cumulative 
ionization of air. forcing the creation of a glowing 
plasma whirl surrounding the spacecraft. The 
centrifugal forces acting on each particle of air in 
this whirl, will reject the air out of the surface of 
vehicle, forming a kind of a local vacuum duct in 
„ 1ieh craft wiIE % without friction. This will 

allow the Magnocraft to reach a speed of about 70.000 
per hour in the atmosphere, apart from the 

lights dose to the speed of light in free space The 
vacuum layer surrounding thecraft will alsoproteqt 
it from heat action during flights in melted media, 
lhe siient character of magnetic interactions 
in connection with the elimination of a frontal 
pressure by the plasma whirl wifi make the 
Magnocraft noiseless in flight.The plasma whirl will 

kmu°f^rcuIar5awof enormous power, 
htch wll enable this vehicle to gnaw through solid 

mailer (e g rock, buildings, bunkers, etc.) creating 
glassv tunneis The centrifugal action of the plasma 

mri:L$Uprled byu the forees of magnetic 
in teraclions between the craft’s propulsors. forming 
a kind of magnetic framework, will provide the 
Magnocraft with the ability to withstand any high 
environmental pressure. The spinning magnetic 
field will induce electric currents m the conductive 
materials in the vicinity, changing them into 

Fi 
i m _ 

PHOTOCOMM INC I 
photovoltaic systems 
rni Sail fledfieia Hoad 
sco i rsoa dSfSO 

explosives. This will form around the Magnocraft a 
kind of inducliveshield, providing it with iheabslity 
to oppose any weapon that our present military 
techniques may use against it. When, on a command 
from the crew, the spinning magnetic field is 
charged into a steady, constant one, the above 
properties will disappear. However, in this case a 
kind of magnetic lens will be formed around the 
craft. This will make the Magnocraft invisible to 
radar and to the naked eye. During any kind of 
flight, lhe operation of this vehicle will be pollution- 
free. 
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